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We are all of a particular time and place. The space we 
occupy influences who we are, what we think, how we act, 
re-act, and what we create. Time and Place is about 
capturing the creativity of a particular moment of the artist's 
life. 

If you wish to contribute a piece to TIME AND PLACE:  

There are no restrictions as to subject matter or content (the right not to 
accept a contribution is reserved, mind you.) Each contribution must 
have an accompanying paragraph detailing the significance of the time 
and place you were in when the piece was inspired, created, formed, 
birthed, or otherwise captured, along with a brief biography. 

Copyright remains with the artist or writer. 

Please send your submissions to ninthfloorpress@gmail.com 

Contribution guidelines: 

Writing: Words of any type (prose, poetry, fiction, non-fiction,) no more 
than 700. 

Art: Acceptable formats are PC compatible (.tif, hi-res .jpg, .pdf., 300 dpi.) 

Photography: Colour, Black and White (.tif, hi-res .jpg, .pdf., 300 dpi.) 
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Layout/Design: Nancy Benoy 
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Anne Bokma 
 

 

My Father’s Remains 

 
 

It’s been almost 50 years since I was that little girl who 
reached my arms around my father’s neck, looked into his 
eyes and said: “Daddy, I want to marry you when I grow up.” 
 
I must have loved him a lot. 
 
I don’t actually remember that moment, but my father told 
me about it once in a drunken phone call he made to me 
when I was 15. 
 
My father left our family in 1965 when I was three. “Ran 
away” is what my mother said. 
 
The shame of his departure was so great we did not speak 
his name. For years we called him “Mr. You Know Who.” 
 
My father remained a mystery man to me right up until the 
day he died of a heart attack at age 44 in 1987. I was 25 
years old and never got to meet him. 
 
All my life I searched for clues to explain my father. I learned 
that he never stayed in one place – or with one woman—for 
very long. That he had other children. That he had manic 
depression.  
 
Then, last summer, while visiting family in South Carolina, a 
cousin produced my father’s last remains — he pulled a 
brown leather bag containing a couple of dozen items off a 
high shelf. I study its contents like a forensic examiner, 
searching for clues to my father.  
 



 
 
 
Because my father lived a restless life, he carried all of his 
possessions with him wherever he went. 
 
I go through the bag, handling the items tenderly: 
 
•the shaver that caressed his face and the ivory soap that 
washed his skin 
•the pills he took to help him sleep 
•a key to the Sportmen’s Motel in Olds, Alberta 
•the little slips of paper with money he owed to people—
including $4.65 to “Ron the Waiter” for 5 beers 
•the receipt for $150 from the YMCA 
•the government-benefit cheque for $348.00 
•the still-cellophone-clad package of rum-flavoured wine-
tipped Old Port cigarillos 
•the tin of Export A tobacco 
•the salt and pepper shakers, the salt conspicuously empty 
•a copy of an EKG — its horizontal line rising and falling in 
dramatic highs and lows, like the moods of someone with 
manic depression 
 
I am struck by what is not there – no love letters or birthday 
cards or childhood photos.  
 
No photos of me.   
 
In the end the bag reveals what I already knew – that he had 
very little, was constantly roaming, and his heart was about 
to give out—not just from the tobacco and booze and salt — 
but  also from the lonely misery of his existence. 
 
This bag is all that I have of my father. 
 
And this damn hole in my heart. 



 
 
 

I discovered the bag my father left behind last summer. It 
does not represent a specific time and place in my life; 
rather, it casts a shadow – or is it a light? - over those years 
of my childhood when he was absent and I longed for some 
physical evidence of his existence. 
 
 
Anne Bokma is an award-winning freelance writer and editor 
who contributes to many Canadian publications and has 
written about everything from living on a commune with her 
family to taking up skiing at 50 and meeting the long lost 
brother she never knew she had. Anne lives in Hamilton with 
her husband, Jeff Mahoney, and two teen daughters, Ruby and 
Lucy. 
 



Grace Williams 

 
 

Field Study, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Waupoos, Prince Edward County - December 9, 2012 
 
I ran away from the Yukon in October of 2012, graduated 
from the University of British Columbia in November and 
one month later found myself wandering through the forest 
behind the apple orchard my mother lived in looking for the 
wilderness I was missing from out west.  It was the end of 
deer hunting season and it hadn’t snowed yet. I rounded a 
pile of old apple bins on the trail and saw this old desk 
overlooking an empty field and felt like I was in an episode 
of the Twilight Zone. I got chills thinking about whoever had 
dragged it out there to sit and contemplate the view.  It’s 
things like this that will always make me walk down those 
overgrown paths.  
 
 
Grace Williams is in her early 20s and has moved to Hamilton 
in the pursuit of love after living in Old Chelsea (QC), Ottawa 
(ON), Dubai (UAE), Vancouver (BC), Dawson City (YT), and 
Waupoos (ON). She enjoys documenting her life and travels by 
use of photography because it’s easier than writing everything 
down.  



Alexandra Missett 
 
 

Loyalty 
 
 
Neil is a rescue dog, because with his penchant for lamenting 
howls and original owners with a new baby, of course he is. 
 
He really isn't anything much to look at, just a mix of wire 
and fluff and teeth enough to better suit a shark. He likes 
carrots and cheese. He'll fight anything. He doesn't 
understand what playing is and looks at his owners when 
they throw a ball as if to say, "now you've gotta pick that up. 
I bet you feel stupid." 
 
He walks along the backs of the furniture like he was a cat in 
a past life. Mainly he makes a mess of the couch, rooting 
under every surface to nest at the bottom and sleep. 
 
Neil has one rheumy eye and one deaf ear. They are on 
opposing sides because of course they are. He won't come 
when called. This is generally because when not eating or 
sleeping, he is staring into space. 
 
He spends evenings in the dining room, walking circles 
around the table. When he stops, it's sudden. His eyes stare 
down the empty hall, the cock of his head suggests 
something is staring back. 
 
The idea that the family dog can see ghosts started out as a 
joke but over time, everyone laughed less and less until no-
one laughed at all. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
His back is too straight, his gaze too fixed. He checks each 
room in the house every night, sometimes twice or three 
times if its been a long day. He knows the places in the house 
that let him see the furthest for his gaze, the doorways that 
let him be the most watchful. He doesn't blink. If they don't 
rest, neither will he. 



 
 

 
This story was written watching one of my childhood dogs 
pace around my childhood home. 
 

 
Alexandra Missett is 25 and was born and currently lives in 
Hamilton. She never really stops working noisily at her desk. 
Her piece, "Fire", was the winner of GritLit 2013 for Fiction.



Andrew McPhail 
 
 

CRYBABY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
In September of 2009, on a flight from Toronto to Exeter, the 
man sitting in the seat beside me had a heart attack and 
died. His name was Bill and he was reading a Stephen Booth 
novel. I won't go into the details but it was fast and slow at 
the same time. There was a great deal of abrupt action and 
then some long waiting. As the plane approached our 
destination I looked out on the heaps of clouds and felt very 
small, thrown through the sky and that anything might 
happen, anytime. 
 

CRYBABY will be exhibited at the Untitled Art Society in 
Calgary from Sept 26 to October 25, 2014 
 
 
Andrew McPhail is a Canadian visual artist. He was born in 
Calgary Alberta in 1961 and studied at York University where 
he received his MFA in 1987. Living in Toronto in the 1980's 
and 90's his work focused primarily on drawing, often with 
pencil crayon on a polyester film called Mylar. After moving to 
Hamilton in 2005, his practice shifted towards three 
dimensional works, performance and painting. His 
accumulative, craft oriented work reconfigures disposable 
materials such as band aids, Kleenex and pins into large 
sculpture and installations. 
 
www.andrewmcphail.com 
 

 



Joe Hamilton 
 
 

A Distracted Golfer 
 
 
I delicately place the ball on the tee.  It falls off. Hands 
shaking with anticipation, I put it back.  My anxiety is 
heightened as I watch the other three hit beautiful arching 
shots landing close to the green. Looking down the fairway I 
visualize hitting the ball.  A few more practice swings.  I feel 
tense. The eyes of the onlookers are following my every 
move like oscillating fans.  
 
Let me back up. My daughter Britt invited me out for a 
round; she’s been working hard to keep me active ever since 
my retirement. I don’t dislike the game; I just suck at it. I 
can’t resist her invitation. Our foursome will be rounded out 
by the Fish. No, not that kind of fish.  I’m talking about her 
recently announced fiancé, Jason Fish and his dad. Jason 
introduced his dad however his name slipped out of my 
memory as soon as he said it. As I prepare to tee off I try to 
recall his first name. It was something common like, Bob 
Fish, Dick Fish, Jack Fish...  
 
I have now had 15 practice swings and I need to get serious. 
The ball has once again fallen off the tee. I casually 
straighten the tee and replace the ball saying, “Must have 
put it in crooked”. While I’m bent over, I pull some grass out 
and throw it into the wind as if I know what I am doing. The 
grass blows back into my face. 
 
I take a few more practice swings and I hear the Fish 
whispering behind me.  The thought of fish whispering 
seems funny, breaking up my concentration, causing me to 
self –importantly walk around my ball.  
 



 
 
 
Another foursome has arrived waiting to tee off. My 
audience is multiplying like rabbits.  
 
Britt asks with a tone of concern, “Something wrong Dad?” 
 
“Nothing just waiting for the “crowd” to be QUIET”, I say 
looking around and glaring at the rapidly growing audience.  
 
I finally hit the ball. To my horror it bounces down the 
fairway about 10 yards. 
 
 “Topped it,” says No Name. 
 
 “Worm burner,” replies Jason. 
 
 “Keep your head down Dad” offers Britt. 

 
The pack moves the 10 yards and waits patiently once again 
for me to hit. After a few more practice swings I hit the ball 
taking up a huge clump of earth. The clump travels further 
than the ball. No name picks up the turf and places it back on 
the fairway, tamping it down with his big feet. They have to 
be at least size 18! In my inner voice I decide that a good 
name for him would be Clown Fish.  
 
"Don't obsess about the bad shot you just hit”, says Clown 
Fish with an ounce of compassion. He then adds with a 
smile, “You need to prepare for the bad shot you're going to 
hit next." 
 
I respond with my best fake laugh, “That’s a good one.” 
 
My next shot goes into the pond. 
 



 
 
 
Hamilton, Ontario, 2013 
 
I wrote this for a creative writing assignment:  the 
inspiration was a real life scenario that happened last fall. 
 
 
Joe Hamilton is a retired banker who always wanted to try my 
hand at creative writing. He is currently taking a mystery 
writing course through George Brown and working on a 
detective novel. 
 



Juliana Lachance 
 
 

Higherself 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

Visual and musical art helps me process and make sense of 
the unseen world that I love to live in half of the time. I had 
been deeply inspired by the queen of light, the mother, the 
goddesses, the feminine aspect of creation, I wanted to know 
more about it and to discover that in myself. 
 

 
Juliana Lachance is a Hamilton Ontario native who likes to 
paint and write music to express visions of beauty.  
 
www.julianalachance.com 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tor Lukasik-Foss 
 
 

Caesar Salad 
(from what hopes to be an upcoming book “Cooking with Anger”) 

 
Remember when you waited tables in the pretentious little 
café that served all those puffy desserts, and the only 
unsugared thing on the menu was minced crab on a 
croissant and either Greek or Caesar salad?  Remember 
those salads?  Remember the customers who ordered those 
salads?  With their bloated horrible Tom Cruise power 
smiles pasted over their secret powder keg of simmering 
rage, people who wanted upscale food in quaint student-
driven spaces where they didn’t feel the burden of having to 
tip, or act like proper customers.   Salad and a dessert, they’d 
say to themselves.   A light, refined, meal.  
 
And you’d take their order and power smile back to them 
but think: ‘light meal my ass’.   Then you’d go turn up the 
Jesus and Mary Chain cassette the owner said you couldn’t 
play anymore because it promoted despair amid the 
clientele. 
 
If those customers only knew that same café owner made 
you, every week, blend 30 eggs, 50 heads of garlic, and 
enough vegetable oil to deep fry a killer whale, into what 
was called Caesar salad dressing.   The dressing got poured 
into big plastic jugs to molder through the week.   It was 
poured onto barely washed romaine, along with fried 
croutons and tons of cheese.    On summer days, when you 
prepared this salad, if it was quiet in the kitchen, you could 
hear the plaintive death screams of the romaine as it 
succumbed to the horrible, impossible weight of the 
toppings.   
 
 



 
 
 
If they only knew the croissants came in a big plastic tub, 
outside of which was written ‘Ingredients: Lard, salt, hot 
air”. If they only knew the manager made you sculpt the 
mold off the pie crusts at the start of your shift, and made 
you assure customers the whipped cream was not 
fermented but rather had a ‘hint of lemon’, and not to froth 
milk and run the espresso at the same time because it made 
the roaches evacuate their otherwise secret home in the 
cappuccino machine.  Oh God, I remember that café! But I 
digress. 
 
My point is somewhere in the midst of that hell, you decided 
there and then Caesar salad was a beast, a destroyer, the gas 
guzzling Lincoln Town Car of salads, the Sylvester Stallone 
of salads, the edible manifestation of the scenery chewing 
pompousness of the 1980’s.   And you made a private blood 
oath of hatred you were convinced would last you your 
entire life.   
 
But then the 1990’s happened, and suddenly everything was 
‘goodbye white bread croutons, hello Moosewood 
cookbook’, and poof, the Caesar salad wasn’t really a threat 
anymore.   Salads had no time for cheese and mayonnaise; 
they needed nuts and grasses and pollens and whatever shit 
blended in with world music and self-righteousness.  In the 
90’s, salads were too busy making the world a better place 
to be delicious. 
 
In the next decades you’d run into the Caesar every now and 
again, smile painfully as it tried to present itself as a critical 
part of an East Side Mario’s dining experience, a Wendy’s 
salad wrap.  “Eat me,” it would say, “I’m bottomless; eat as 
much as you want. No one cares.  You can have me for free.   
 



 
 
 
Just eat me.  We could talk about the good old days.  Please. 
For god’s sake.  Just be my friend!” 
 
And that should be the end of the story, but just last week, 
something happened.  You had to bring a salad to the thing 
with the other parents at the school, and it’s parents you 
need to impress, so you know you are not bringing a food 
item, but rather some sort of edible declaration of the values 
of your home (I’m going to talk to you more about this later 
when I’m drunk), so it can’t be just a salad.  It has to be a 
salad that is also a conversation point, a salad that inspires 
people like an upworthy.com video  
 
And a brainwave hits you.  They’ll never see it coming. 
Caesar fucking salad.  But this time you Robocop it so it’s all 
21st Century.  Take some mustard, minced garlic, and cut it 
with yogurt, lemon, and just a dash of olive oil.  Sure, a little 
grated parmesan, if you can find out where the fucking box 
grater is.  But no croutons, instead baked pita crisps, those 
gluten free ones your wife has to drive out of town for, that 
cost as much as a small power drill, and come in a crinkly 
garbage bag.   Those ones. Lean. Crisp. Tangy. Boo-ya. 
  
Suddenly you’ve got this salad with swagger, but it’s just 
contrite enough people will accept it.  It’s now the Jean 
Claude Van Damme salad, but after he went bankrupt, and 
started popping up in art house films and swish TV 
commercials.   
 
Muscular and trim, with just a little sadness behind the eyes, 
a Caesar salad that says, ‘I’m still alive, and I know I’m never 
going to get my glory back, but don’t you be telling me my 
time is up”. 



 
 
 
Hamilton, April 2014.  
 
A few weeks ago, making salad for the family, in my kitchen, 
and I realize that my relationship with things like Caesar 
salad is as nuanced and complicated as it is with say, certain 
ex-girlfriends, or people I knew from high-school.  
Sometimes they adapt to the present day, sometimes all they 
want to do is talk about the past.    
 
 
Tor Lukasik-Foss is a performer, visual artist and writer based 
in Hamilton ON. 
 
www.torlukasikfoss.com 
 
www.iamacharlatan.blogspot.ca 
 
 

http://www.torlukasikfoss.com/
http://www.iamacharlatan.blogspot.ca/


John Kinsella 
 

 

Between Isands, Pog Lake  2014 
(oil on canvas) 
 

 
 
 

The wet sand. 
Cool damp evening air 

Exhaled between two islands. 
In colour abundant 

Islands meet. 
Tree shapes 

Dissolve into landforms. 
In shadow. 
The earth 
Rotates. 

To the sun 
Two Islands say goodnight. 

The wet sand. 
 



 
 
 
My spirit is refreshed when I gaze upon vistas in Southern 
Ontario. Their images linger in my mind's eye and have 
become intertwined with who I am. As Shakespeare so aptly 
put it, "All the world's a stage" and the landscape of 
Southern Ontario is the stage on which I and all those who 
live here play out our lives. 
 

 
John Kinsella is a painter born in Hamilton, Ontario. He 
studied Art and Art History at McMaster University and Fine 
Art at Val de Loire, France. His work has been featured in 
many solo and group exhibitions in Hamilton, Dundas, 
Grimsby, Owen Sound, Toronto and Barcelona. He was a 
founding member of the artist’s group The Contemporaries. 
He currently lives and works in Toronto, Ontario. 
 
www.johnkinsella.ca



Jeff Griffiths 
 
 

Storage Issues 
 
 
I sat in my car in front of the Indian restaurant on King 
Street. It was just after four and hot. I had an 84 Dodge Colt 
back then, a sub-compact with no extras. I was parked with 
the rear window facing the sun hoping to keep myself 
shaded. I was waiting for the GO bus. My girlfriend was 
coming in from Toronto.  
 
An hour earlier I had been at Crestview Funeral home 
picking up my dad’s ashes. It had been eleven months since I 
handed the funeral director a cheque. Through his bleached 
teeth he’d said, “We can retain the ashes for as long as one 
year and then due to storage issues we’ll have to dispose of 
them.” If he hadn’t told me that I may have taken them with 
me. The convenience of delaying another sad task had 
brought some relief.  
 
The GO bus wasn’t due until 4:30. I was early. I flipped 
through radio stations and decided on silence. I glanced over 
my shoulder at the small carton on the back seat that held 
the remnants of my dad. It looked like a shoe-box. I wanted 
to open it and have a look. I twisted myself around and lifted 
it. It was heavy like a sack of rice. I ran my fingernail across 
the piece of packing tape that held the flap down. Inside was 
a twist-tied plastic bag. I slowly slid the bag out. It instantly 
did what cereal bags do; it became a fat round sack.  
 
I stared through the plastic. The ashes looked like what my 
dad used to clear from our fireplace. There were some larger 
pieces that I thought were bone fragments or teeth.  
 



 
 
 
My t-shirt was completely soaked. I wanted the ashes back 
in the box. I began to lower the bag in, gently poking the 
sides to fit back into the square container. Sweat dripped off 
my nose. I was petrified of ripping the plastic. I pictured Dad 
saying, “Please spread my ashes on a vinyl car seat.” He’d 
pause, “And, wait for a hot day so my vestiges may stick to 
your skin like small hairs.” 
   
 It took ten minutes of panic and perspiration before I finally 
closed the lid. I let myself breath again. The GO bus pulled 
up. Lisa was first to exit. She pushed back her curls and 
spotted me. Her parents were from Greece. There was 
nothing not Greek about Lisa. I opened the passenger door 
and gave her a shaky smile. 
 
“Hey there.” She kissed my cheek. “Do you want to eat 
somewhere?” She looked in the back seat. “What’s in the 
box?” 
 
I started the engine and said, “My dad.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
My Dad died in September 1988. I procrastinated about 
picking up his ashes until August 1989. 
 
 

Jeffrey Griffiths’ short fiction has been published in Qwerty, 
The Puritan, Pithead Chapel, The Nashwaak Review, Front 
and Centre, The Danforth Review, Hammered Out, and Time 
and Place. He received Arts Hamilton short fiction award in 
2007 and 2008. He instructs Creative Writing 1 & 2 and 
Dynamics of Prose for Mohawk College’s Writing for 
Publication program. 
 
griffiths52@gmail.com 
 
www.jeffgwrites.blogspot.ca 
 

mailto:griffiths52@gmail.com
http://www.jeffgwrites.blogspot.ca/


Leo dragToe 
 
 

Boogie St. Minstrel 
 
 
I. 
 
If there is a heaven, Leonard 
you no doubt have stumbled upon it 
 
body kneeling like a twisted shoelace 
skinny suit illuminated by  a single strand of light 
 
the band keeps time  
time inches forward 
 bending reverently  
at the heavy altar of an ageless longing 
 
within this place where love is free 
the gates of mercy open wide 
for all to see. 
 
II. 
 
If there is a heaven, Leonard 
you no doubt have tasted of its milk & honey 
 
waltzing thru triumphant encores 
tongue residing firmly in your cheek 
 
like nothing in the world could be less bleak 
than this here life- this broken song- 
where every  breath 
becomes a tomb 
becomes a Farewell Tour 
 



 
 
 
within this place where love is blind 
the heart is pure 
the spirit unconfined. 
 
III. 
 
If there is a heaven, Leonard 
you no doubt have your arm about its waist 
 
skipping through these stages  
with the sweet abandon of a truant child 
your golden voice  
still driving timid creatures wild 
 
singing through these stages 
with the clear compassion of a summer rain 
your golden voice 
still driving crazy creatures sane 
 
within this place where love is known 
the gates of mercy open wide 
to call us home 
 
and the angels are singing 
Hallelujah. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
April 9th, 2013, First Ontario Centre (a.k.a. Copps Coliseum) 
Section: 114WC, Row: 26, Seat: 3 
 
Leonard Cohen made his way to Hamilton.  He took to the 
stage and with the help of a solid rockin’ band, delivered 
over two hours of incredible music and poetry. He sang to 
us, we sang to him, we sang together and the love we shared 
was palpable, sweet, sincere and strong. Little did I know 
while all this was taking place, a poem was beginning to 
materialize in my brain. The following day, the images, 
words and sounds still ringing in my eyes and ears slowly 
made their way onto a random scrap of paper… 
 
 
Leo dragToe, lives in Hamilton, Ontario. He likes to spend his 
free time breathing, thinking, talking, reading tea and 
drinking the newspaper. A McMaster grad, a rabid Tiger-Cat 
fan and a proud Hamiltonian, he is glad we made it through 
the winter. 



Brian Hovsepian 

 
 

This Beer, With Complete Consciousness 
 
 
How many of us settle into a pint to relish every molecular 
second?  Happens with music.  I’ve heard that 2/14/1970 
Fillmore East Dark Star countless times but always 
experience it best slowing down, stopping, breathing, and 
listening.  I’ve drank this beer untold times...I love it...but I’ve 
never truly experienced it by slowing down, stopping, and 
breathing.  This pint.  With consciousness. 
 
I tried to accomplish this at my local.  Surprisingly full of 
regulars.  Open notebook closes quickly.  Hard to write, in 
between banter, jokes, playful punches,  queries for my 
opinion.  Can’t concentrate.  So much for my desire for 
contemplativeness.  Drain my pint.  Bid all a good night, “See 
ya Friday,” embark into the cold and dark of March. 
   
Home! 
 
I choose an exemplary pilsner.  I take one of my wife’s 
pilsner glasses...better suited for collecting aroma than the 
dimpled pint mugs or traditional shaker pint glasses we 
possess.  Splink, as the opener does its work.  Chiss, the 
escaping carbon dioxide.  Prepare the pour.  Slow.  
Methodical.  The translucent liquid takes on hues of gold, 
honey, auburn.  Blends of yellows, oranges, and golds.  I 
visualize the spray of grain chaff splashing against sunset 
during harvest.  White streams of bubbles collect to the sides 
of the glass.  Some explode upward like the thought that 
becomes the spoken word.  A constant stream of a singular 
identity, a consciousness, arises.  The frothy head dissipates 
into a thin, collected fractious population of off-white carbon 
dioxide molecules.   



 
 
 
Beaded bubbles release and let go, following their direction 
of union.  Do not dwell on these thoughts too long, they will 
not last.  Return to present. 
   
Tipping the glass toward, I exhale lengthily, forcefully, 
ridding myself of any left-over scents from the past, 
balancing with deep inhalation as the bubbles rise.  Nostrils 
fill with the possibilities of spring, of planting, of harvesting.  
Sweet aromas blend with hints of sulfur.  I am always 
reminded of my 15th summer.  Newly moved to west 
Germany, allergies defeated me, until I was allowed my first 
stein of bier at a local fest.  Consume your allergens in mass 
quantities, was the lesson I took from that.  But coming back 
to present, memory positioned “back there.”  Scents are full 
and heavy.  Pungent. 
 
Seconds later, glass reaches my lips.  I pull two sips; holding 
liquid between tongue, teeth, and the roof of my mouth.  I 
could descend into a treatise on the chemically perfect 
amalgamation of bitterness and malt sweetness, but this 
immersion would be lost in sterile evaluations.  Instead I 
taste what I would expect if the energy from the sun and soil 
was soft liquid gold, easy to suck on and swallow.  There is 
the sweetness of honey, right from the comb.  The mild 
bitter hoppiness quickly transmuted into the sweetness of 
butter and caramelized brown sugar. 
     
Entranced, I pull on my coat.  Opening the back door, I go 
and sit on the deck.  Dark.  Stars out.  Enjoying this beer, 
with consciousness. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Augusta’s Winking Judge, Hamilton, Ontario, March 2014 
 
This was a piece that served as an exercise in "exploding the 
moment"; it occurred first at the Winking Judge, then home. 
It was an attempt to slow down a reflexively consumptive 
process and isolate as much description as one could in 500 
words. It was pretty damn hard, and revising was brutal. 
 
 
Brian Hovsepian is a highly distracted and distractible 
educator, runner, martial artist, brewer, and amateur 
writer/musician/visual artist. Hamilton’s been home for 
about a quarter of my life span. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ed Shaw 

 
 

Scenes from the Wrong Side of the Bar,  
#14 
 
The in-laws arrive late mid-day after a trans-Atlantic flight, 
trans-Atlantic fight with the car hire agent and a harrowing 
drive from London to Bath on the learning curve of the M4. 
Settle them in one of the spare rooms above the pub. The 
nicest spare room above the pub, of course. 
 
A home-cooked traditional English meal (i.e. microwaved 
and deep-fat-fried pub fare), a few pints poured with their 
own hands, and they retire to the nicest spare room above 
the pub for the evening. Continue the session with Chaz, an 
aging punk squatting for a week in another spare room 
above the pub. 
 
8AM and the radio awakens: have to get up and take in the 
dray. It is raining: early and wet, not a winning combination. 
The mind focuses in on the droning voice of the announcer. 
Someone has died. Someone important apparently. No name 
is given. Decide to lie there until a name is given: reasonable 
enough plan under the circumstances. The announcer 
laments: it is tragic, unfortunate, a great loss (not so great to 
name names though?) Finally: Diana, Princess of Wales, 
dead at the age of 36. Suicide is the first thought. Not sure 
why, exactly, but it is and it is time to get up. 
 
Open the door to the flat to seek coffee and Chaz is heading 
up stairs with coffee: There is leak in the roof. What? There 
is leak in the roof. Run downstairs to the sun-room (a 
euphemism for the walled-in walkway) and find a geyser 
spewing down, water everywhere. Eyes up and see through 
the glass ceiling the blocked down spout. 



  
 
 
Formulate a plan: get on the roof and unblock the 
downspout. 
 
Fast. 
 
Grab the broom and head for higher ground. A problem 
arises in the mind ascending the stairs: access to the roof is a 
window in the nicest spare room in the pub. The in-laws are 
sleeping off their jet-lag and pints from the day before. No 
matter, time is of the essence unless we want an indoor 
water feature. Surge through the door without breaking 
stride at the exact moment the novelty Bart Simpson alarm 
clock starts shouting repeatedly: Wake up dude! Time to get 
out of bed. The in-laws jolt from their slumber as the 
window is cast open and their son-in-law bursts through: 
What … what is going on? 
 
Diana is dead, pub is flooding. Welcome to England. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
My wife and I went to England to help friends manage their 
pub, which lead to managing our own pub. I took notes. The 
names have been changed to protect the innocent and guilty 
alike. 
 
 
Ed Shaw likes to write. He has published two volumes of 
poetry. He is slowly working on a compilation of stories about 
his time behind the bar of an English pub. 
 
fortyteenyearold.wordpress.com 

http://fortyteenyearold.wordpress.com/
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